
Note: 
Alternative scretizatian Schemes in attice 

oltzmann Methods 

Recently several authors invest,igate the ability of t,he Lattice Boltxmann method to sim- 
ulate various complex flow problems governed by the incorrlpressible Navies -Stokes equa- 
tion, where the range of applications varies, c.g, from multiphase flows (see for example [3]) 
to the simulation of granular materials [4]. SOIM: references about the Lattice 13oltzmann 
method deal with some more theoretical investigations, like the strict dcrimtion of t,he 
incompressible Navier---Stokes equations based ou a formal multiscale expansion, see [a], 
or the stability properties of’ the scheme based OII a vcm Ncuma~m linear stability analysis, 
see [5]. 
The aim of the present note is to investigate more general discretization schemes for 
the Lattice Boltzmann method; a topic, which is only shortly discussed in the litera- 
ture, see, e.g., [l], where the authors remark at, the end on the: possibility to use an 
implicit discretization scheme. In particular, we show, how the viscosity of the resulting 
incompressible Navier---Stokes equations is related with the parnmctors of a general liuear 
explicit-implicit discretization scheme and how to reformulalc the scheme in t,crms of the 
standard Lattice Boltzmann method. 
The basis of the met,hod is a set of discrete velocities denotctd by vi, i = 1, . . . i ?I/,, which 
defines the admissible velocitic>s of microscopic fluid particles moving iilong a fixed spatial 
grid. Moreover! the microscopic density functions fi(t, x,j) inclicnt,c, how many particles 
with discrete velocity v; are located at, time t at the spatial position xj? j = 1, , , , , 1 and 

one defines macroscopic state variables by weighted swm over t,he microscopic densities 
f’“(t, Xj), i.c. 

(1) [l(f) Xj) = 2 fi(tp Xj), (/TU)(t, Xj) = 2 V;,fi(t, Xj), t>t,C. 
i=L izl 

The Lattice Boltzmann method draws its maiu attraction l&m the simple dynamic be- 
haviour in terms of tht? microscopic density fuuctions f”(t, x,j), which is given by 
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where 61 denotes the time step in the Lattice Boltzmann approach and r a dimension- 
less relaxation parameter related with the viscosity of the incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations. The equilibrium functions fil”q(t, x,j) are obtained from a Taylor expansion of 
a local Maxwellian distribution arom~d the zero velocity u = 0, where the special form of 
the equilibrium furlctions depends on the underlying discrete velocity model and they are 
chosen in particular t,o recover the macroscopic state variables when substituting in (1) 
the density functions Si by fiJcl, 
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and WI = 419, euj ,,.,, 5 = l/9 md ‘w(;~ .,., !) = l/36. l’hc palnrneter c %rl, the dcjinitlo7L Of thr: 
discrete velocity n~mdcl given alro~vc~ is r&&d first with the grid sl:zc (I‘, (end the time step 
b-t by c = S,/&, but 1”f!1~?1. defines the ,sourrd spcwl (1, of the jluid jkw bj~ cq = c/d?. 

In order to construct alternative discretization schemes for the Lattice Boltzmann method 
it is useful to investigate a continuous model, i.e. cont,inuous in space and time, which is 
related to the standard method given by (2). 
An appropriate model, which can be related t,o the scheme, is a discrete velocity model 
for the Boltzmarm equation written in the form 

where fi = fi(t,x) and n; denote the scaled velocities ni = vi/c, 1; = I, . . . ? m. Here, we 
already applied the diffusion scaling 2 + EZ and t -3 ~~1; in order tSo recover in the limit 
E -+ 0 the incompressible NavierStokes equations, The equilibrium functions fzlecl in (3) 
are assumed to have the same structure as in the ususal Lattice Boltzmarm method. 
Using the method of characteristics, Eq. (3) may be written in integral form as 

fi(t + 1st.x -t- ;n, = cxp ( - ;$)f:cl:x) 
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If St < 1, one may use the npproxiliirttion 

(4 .fi”‘“(t -t 6, x f $n?) z fi’“q(t, x) 

for S E [I), St], such that 

(5) f”(i -t- o‘flX-t JglJ = exp (-- $)fyt,x) -+ (1 .-- cxp (- 3)) fi’f”‘(t,x), 
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which is already quite close to that standard scheme (2). 

Hence, if we introduce the discretieation S,/& = l/~ = c and 6t =- AZ? = X; k ( > 
2 

, such 
that 6, = Ax, Eq. (5) reads 

fyt + StJj + c&Vi) = 

With the same approximation in the integral as given d~ovc, WC have 

(6) 

Finally, substituting exp(-l/,i-z) = +! Eq. (6) Citll be written as 

(7) fi(f, i- &, X,j 4 &VL) - .f”(t, Xl) == i (f’t”“(t,x,j) - fi(L,X,j)), 

which exactly coincides with the standard Latt,ice Boltzmann method given by (2). 
Thus, we derived the standard L;tt,tice Boltzmnnn method by discrct!izing the discrete ve- 
loci& model for the Boltzmann equation formul;~ted in (3) a&lying the approxiruation (4) 
in the integral representation of (3). 
Here, one has to be a bit more precies, becausct t,his only holds as long as t&e parameter 
7- in (7) fulfills the restriction T 2 1, because exp(-l//2) > 0 for ~1 E [0,03) and passing 
from (6) to (7) without any further approxirnat,ion exactly yields the restrictzion 7 2 1. 
As a consequence, the minimal viscosity for tlln scheme defined by (7) is reached in the 
limit 7 -+ 1, where 

In particular, with X: = 1, i.e. ,1: Jz = (It, the viscosity is bounded from helow by l/6, 
which would restrict the Lat,tice L3oltzmann method to the simulatJion of flows at moderate 
R.eynolds numbers. 
To cover higher R.eynolds ~nunb~r, mc may choose t,he parameter k as min(6,, 1); but, 
because the ratio o‘,~/(i~ should remain large enough to neglect, the higher order terms to 
solve the incompressible Navier--Stokes eqllations and tF,z/6t = X:/CT,, cmc has to choose 
sufficiently small grids, which leads to an enormous conlput,at,ionttl effort at high Reynolds 
numbers. 
It is well-known, t,hat in practice one uses a difbrent approach, namely to extend the range 
of the relaxation parameter T t,o values less t,han 1, in order to cover the whole range of 
possible viscosities. This method may 1~ seen as a so-called over--relaxation, butJ it is even 
obvious that the value r = l/2 yields a st,ability bound of the method for tmiform flows, 
due to the vanishing viscosity, set:. e.g., [5]. 
The derivation of the Lattice Bolt,zrnann method front discrete velocity models suggests 
to investigate more general disc:rct,izlLt,it)ris writ tc9 in the form 

(8) fi(t -I- (j,> X,j t- cSfVi) = Ci,f’(l. X,)) -t C~f”““~(1’~ X,,) + c’:%.f”“‘“(t + (St,, XI i- &Vi), 
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with Cci = 1. 

Example 2 

a) the standard schexne is recovered using cl = 1 - l/r, cz = l/7- and cg = 0, 

b) if we use the approxirnat,ion 

A- 
p”(t + 6, x + ;““) M I yyt 4 (St, x -t- ;n, 

for the integral term, we obtain the inlplic.it schtmr: 

c) a higher order ~Lpproxirnat.ion is h +m bv the trapezoidal rule ., 

which yields an explicit--implicit scheme with cl - 1. - l/7 aud ~2 = c:< = l/(27). 

The first observation concerning the gencralizt?d schen~ (8) is that the viscosity of the 
resulting fluid model is independent of the two parau~ctors ~2 and cg 

Theorem 3 The niscositg I/ of thr: scheme (8) is g%nen by 

(9 
,,= 11$-(2 g 

6 1-q 6-t 

Proof To derive the expression given above we act on the same way as in the usual 
Lattice Boltzmann method, see, e.g., [2]. First. one applies t,ht? Taylor expansions 

Then we use a multiple scale expansion for the single distribution fun&ion J” (t, xi) given 
l)Y 

with to = t and tl = Stt, where the single terms fj should fulfil1 the restrictions 



which means, that the macroscopic state variables only depcud ou the zcroth order ex- 
pansion fh, i = I., . ..) m. 
Substituting (12)“-(14) iuto (8) and comparing powers in St yields the syst;eru of equations 

W) (1 - q)f,; z (c2 -t c.g)f,~‘(‘(J 

(16) (;I,, i- viv)f; -- c::j (a’” + v,vp = (Cl - 1,s; 

(17) 3t,f; + (iii, + ViC)f[ i- &” -t- viTq.li; 

-i::(i)r, + : (i?,, + v’c)L)J”~‘.” = (Cl _.- 1)s; 

Because C c; = I, WC have from (15) fh = fisc’ri mtl Eq. (16) reads 

(18) (1 -‘+ -t v$)/j = ((‘1 - l)f{ 

Hence, multiplying with (1, vi) and surnrriatiou over the discrete v&cites gives the stnn- 
dard Euler equatious ou the time scale tO, like iu the standard Lattice Boltznmnn scheme. 
Together with (18) we may write Eq. (17) as 

w: + 
1 + Cl 

( 1 
q--l ,i 

2( 1 - Q) 
at, + v,v ff = i--q-,fz 
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and the corresponding macroscopic cquatious read 

at, p = 0 

13,,(p) 4 ’ + CL divIT(‘) =: 0 
2(1 - C:j) 

where 1-n. 
(1% I-I(‘) = c v; @ vif; 

i=l 

Substituting (18) into (19) yields finally the standard Lattice Bolt,z~nam~ approxhation 

for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with a visosit,y exactly giver1 by (9). 

The second result is. that the ~eueralized schciuc cm actuallv lx written as the st;andard 




